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        Find out how you can set yourself and your business up for success in New South Wales.
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        Contact an office near you to find out how we can help grow your business in New South Wales or export to global customers.
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        Investment NSW helps businesses set up in Australia’s largest economy and connects them with opportunities that help them succeed.
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        At Investment NSW, we are dedicated to boosting research and development, fostering startups and innovation and growing priority sectors and precincts across the state. 
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        Export your products or services, by tapping into global contacts, and by accessing programs, grants and subsidies. 
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        Grants, funding and assistance programs to help your business succeed or recover.
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        Find everything you need to know about Investment NSW, right here.
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                    A community for founders and entrepreneurs to share, learn, build networks, and bring their ideas to life.
Learn more about us  Explore our International Landing Pad
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    Building a stronger entrepreneurial community where startups thrive



					Sydney Startup Hub facilitates the jobs of the future, by supporting the innovation ecosystem and making NSW the most effective place in Australia to establish a business.
Nearly 6,000 jobs have been created within the Sydney Startup Hub since 2018. It is a globally significant innovation hub that cements Sydney as Australia's startup capital. It connects people, supports collaboration, attracts investors and strengthens the startup community – essential for building a pipeline of future job-creating businesses and sustainable, high-value jobs in NSW.
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									Read Video Transcript
								
								
									Start of Transcript

									it starts with an idea
a goal
to create something new
the sydney startup hub a home for
startups to flourish
launched by the new south wales
government in 2018
the sydney startup hub is the highest
density startup space in the southern
hemisphere
a community for founders to share ideas
learn build networks and bring their
ideas to life
the sydney startup hub provides access
to the best programs mentors and
facilities fire its tenants
which includes vibrant co-working spaces
incubators accelerators and corporates
with desk space for up to 1800 people
spanning over 11 floors community and
event spaces and a dedicated area for
regional entrepreneurs to work from
there's a suitable space for any startup
the sydney startup hub a vital
investment by the new south wales
government
to nurture innovation and spark a
pipeline of new sustainable and high
value jobs across the state

									End of Transcript

								

							
						
					
				
			

		

	




	



        


    




        
    
        
            

    
    

        
        
            
    


    Find out about becoming a resident



The Sydney Startup Hub offers more than 17,000sqm across 11 floors all under one roof in a convenient CBD location, making it the highest-density startup space in the Southern Hemisphere. It can accommodate up to 1,800 people and 500 startups. It also welcomes thousands more in the community workspace, events spaces and the Regional Landing Pad.
Whether you’re looking for a private office, permanent desk or a more flexible working arrangement for your startup, our anchor tenants have a variety of memberships on offer.
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									Start of Transcript

									Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW Hi everyone, I’m Carol and I’m part of the Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems team, part of Investment NSW. I’m here today at the Sydney Startup Hub with one of our amazing founders, Pablo who’s the co-founder of PropHero. Tell us a little bit about PropHero.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero So at PropHero we are digitising the property investment journey. So, our vision is why can you buy Amazon shares from your phone, but you can't buy property anywhere in the world.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW That's quite an ambitious problem to be solving and a good market to be doing it in.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero We are very data backed like that's where Michael, my business partner, comes from. He has a double degree mathematician, like super bright guy. I strongly believe that ideas are worth 10, 15%.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW Anyone can have an idea.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Yes, it's just how you execute it and I think that's where both Michael and I have excelled on bringing the best talent to the team. We recently celebrated our first-year anniversary here.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW Congratulations and you've been at the Sydney Startup Hub since the beginning.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Since the beginning, yes.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW Have you received any kind of government assistance?
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Yes, we got the MVP grant which was great. It really helps a lot, especially with the tech resources being so expensive. It definitely helps a lot. You get also from the community, like if you're missing on something you will share or they will say “hey have you applied for this?”, then you investigate a bit more.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW Tell us a little bit about some accolades you've recently won.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Yes, we won the Prop Tech Startup of the Year.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW Congratulations!
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Yes, helps us building a lot of trust for our clients.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW We look forward to looking at where PropHero is in 12 months’ time.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Thank you very much. Just one last piece of advice, I mean it's a tough journey as I mentioned before. Like you have to be ready and committed to not have a vacation or being paid nothing. There's a lot to it but I mean it fulfills you a lot.
Carol Friel, Associate Director, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Ecosystems, Investment NSW That’s great, thank you very much.
Pablo Gil Brusola, PropHero Awesome, thank you.

									End of Transcript

								

							
						
					
				
			

		

	




	



        


    




        
    
        
            

    
    

        
        
            
    
    Get involved




    There are many ways you can utilise the Sydney Startup Hub.
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    Hire an event space
    

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Modern and flexible spaces for events that support the startup and innovation ecosystem.
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    Community workspace
    

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Use the drop-in desks on Level 1 of the Sydney Startup Hub for up to 4 hours.
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    Regional Landing Pad
    

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Regional entrepreneurs can book a desk for one to three days.
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    International Landing Pad
    

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Eligible technology businesses from overseas can access the International Landing Pad to engage with local market and investment opportunities.
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    What's on
    

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Discover the latest NSW Government supported events taking place at the hub.
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    Explore the NSW startup community



Connect and engage with other founders, and discover the latest innovation events, programs and resources. 
Sign upExternal Link






        


    




        
    
        
            

    
    

        
        
            
    


    Stay-up-to-date



Get weekly updates on the latest programs, grants and opportunities.
SubscribeExternal Link






        


    




        
    




    










    

    

        

            

            
                
                The Department of Enterprise, Investment and Trade acknowledges, respects and values Aboriginal peoples as the Traditional Custodians of the lands on which we walk, live and work. We pay our respects to Elders past and present. We acknowledge the diversity of Aboriginal people and their ongoing connection to their country, waters and seas. We also acknowledge our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander employees who are an integral part of our diverse workforce.
                

                
            

            
                
                    Investment NSW is part of the Department of Enterprise, Investment and Trade (DEIT)External Link.
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